
SHIV  PARVATI  SAMVAD:  THE
DIVINE  MASCULINE  AND  THE
DIVINE FEMININE – A FACE OFF
(PART 1)

(Enter Shiva as a mendicant)

Mendicant:  O  Tripurasundari!  How  shocking  it  is  to  see  a
paradigm  of  delicacy  as  you  performing  such  a  rigorous
penance!  What  is  it  that  has  provoked  you  to  leave  your
father’s paradise and come to this snowy wilderness to cause
yourself such agony?

Parvati: Salutations to you shree Guru. I am here to fulfil my
most coveted desire to marry the Lord of the three worlds!
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Mendicant: O! Is it? Yes. Indeed, I must say then your desire
is worthwhile.

Parvati: I am so pleased to hear this from you shree Guru.
Indeed. I tried explaining this to my mother and father who
are so adamant in their standpoint of labelling my desire to
marry Shiva as unwarranted!

Mendicant: What? You are performing the rigors to marry SHIVA?

Parvati: Yes. Be doubtless about your listening skills Shree
Guru. They are flawless. You have heard it right. It is him…My
Lord and Master Shiva. I want to be his ardhangini! It is he
whose  desire  has  instigated  this  urge  in  me  to  continue
appeasing him with my offerings unless he agrees to bless me
by granting my wish to marry him.

Mendicant: And I am sure this all would have been planned by
that shrewd Narada if I am not incorrect in my conjecture?

Parvati: Yes. And I am so glad he explained it all to me that
I needed to perform this enduring penance in order to win my
Lord’s grace in my favour. So blessed will I consider myself
if he happens to accept me as his sevika.

Mendicant: Sevika…you mean his slave. What a menial desire! O!
Tripurasundari, have you seen yourself ever in the mirror to
speak so lowly of yourself! How can you be so unfair to your
unparalleled beauty that can stimulate many to submit in front
of  your  unprecedentedly  captivating,  indomitably  alluring
visage,  your  incessantly  long  black  tresses  that  can
powerfully entwine the fate of many who claim to have solved
the most intricate of all labyrinths and the above all your
charming and graceful personality, your sweet voice that can
cause even the best of nightingales to shame! Your doe-like
eyes impair the best of sights when they dare to even compete
with them! Perhaps you do not seem to have an idea of the
unbeatable strength of your indisputable attraction that can
hypnotize anybody who proclaims to stay indifferent to Kama’s



shoot!

Parvati: Shree Guru. First and foremost, I bow down to you for
your kind words. I think I am not worthy of such appreciation
as had I been the way you have described myself to me, the god
of Love would not have failed in his attempt, the way he did!
I am just another ‘ordinary’ woman with no such extraordinary
appearance as you have described me. All I can say is –
‘thanks’ for the adjectives you have used for me as they are
indeed flattering for any woman and do give her the joy of
being “recognized” and the pride of not being “bypassed”.

Mendicant: I do understand Tripurasundari. I do construe the
immense sadness caused when a MAN ignores a woman. I heard the
way HE did to you! Simply intolerable! To just reject the
advances of a celestial nymph as YOU! Horrible! But you know.
You need not feel sad. He is just unworthy of your attention.
Trust me! He deserves to be left the way he is! My beautiful
lady! You simply do not know you can avail ANY MAN you want in
your life! What have you to do with such a personality as
Shiva? I fail to understand!

Parvati:  Shree  Guru.  Applying  conventional  wisdom  to  my
understanding of a personality as you, I do acknowledge that
if someone as respectable as YOU is stating something, it has
to be in my favor as you cannot be unkind towards me and wish
ill of me. Having said so, I hereby request you to explain me
the cause of your concern. I wish to obtain the Lord of the
three worlds as my husband. As mendicants are not oblivious of
past, present and future, you, I suppose, already KNOW my
association with him is not of this birth but of the past many
births and that we are destined to be together as we are
inseparable. My earthly form as Parvati is germinated as per
the need of the hour but YOU certainly possess the caliber of
viewing us in our ardhanareshwara swaroopa the indivisible
Shiv and Shakti. Therefore, I am incapable of fathoming your
LEELA at the moment shree Guru! What on earth has provoked you
to deter me from following my determination? Kindly explain.



Mendicant (laughs): Now that you are so resigned to gather the
reason of my objections towards your desire Trailokyasundari!
Let me tell you the full-fledged TRUTH that is unavoidable and
that has provoked me to express my concern and thwart you from
making the same mistake that you’ve been making since eons!
Listen to this very carefully. YES. Indeed I am well aware
that you are the incarnation of Shakti that is born to seek
Shiva. In the countless births that you’ve taken since the
inception  of  this  universe,  you  have  been  desiring  the
inseparable UNION of shiva. But…THAT IS NOT THE POINT. The
point here is did you EVER OBTAIN SHIVA? The answer is NO.
NEVER! You have been perpetually seeking his union and have
perpetually remained incomplete. The inception of Shakti as
the embodiment of Shiva and yet left to yearn for eternal
union with him! Remember your birth as SATI. What did you
attain? You had to finally give up your life! Again the chakra
continued. Your incarnation as Parvati – And in this birth
too…you are being tortured for attaining his union. Remember,
even after you unite with him, you will have to bear the agony
of separation. It is written in your destiny Parvati, you will
have to suffer. You will have to take numerous births and in
every  birth,  you  will  have  to  pass  through  the  continual
strife for uniting with him. My question is…when you already
KNOW this; why on earth do you want to undergo this hellish
experience again and again? Why do you not stop this? Why do
you agree to experience this travail when you have the power
to discontinue this tradition? Why do you wish to endure the
torture? Disagree. Tell that ruthless shiva you no longer want
to participate in the cycle of striving to unite with him.
Tell him to let you be in your original form as Shakti, the
power within the shiva that gives him life and the strength to
sustain the universe. Deny; Parvati or else you’ll never be
able to attain beatitude. You will be incomplete for infinity!
Mind you! This division that shiva has inflicted upon you is
nothing but a CURSE!

Parvati: Shree Guru, firstly, I express my sincere gratitude



to you for your concern. Having said so, I would like to make
certain clarifications with the limited intelligence of mine
that I have obtained by the grace of many a learned people as
you. The ceaseless travail that I have been undergoing since
the inception of this universe is the self-imposed strife that
I  have  chosen  to  experience  as  without  experiencing
separation, it is virtually impossible to experience LOVE.
Since  my  feelings  for  my  lord  and  master  are  beyond
definition, I have always wanted to feel every bit of him. As
I  happened  to  recognize  myself  in  him,  I  yearned  for  a
separate identity; a form different from that of his because
only by extricating myself from him could I avail the pleasure
of pining for his union and valuing it so dearly. Remaining
within him I was simply lifeless. I obtained my “identity” in
the process of separating myself from him and became KNOWN as
“Shakti”,  shiva’s  “better  half”.  I  was  no  longer  shiva’s
entity- somebody of Shiva. I was another “entity” who was
important  for  defining  his  existence  as  he  required  my
presence to introduce himself fully as ardhanareshwara the
composite of Shiva and Shakti wherein both are equal- not a
tinge of gender difference. So, when we both are one in our
separate identities, why do you think I should erase every
possibility  of  the  divine  union  happening  through
acknowledging the “difference” between the two of us? Why
should I refuse to become his ardhangini, his wife when I know
that it is only by choosing to be one I would be able to
attain the inseparable union with him that would give me the
recognition I truly deserve- of becoming indispensable element
in his life. Remaining unrecognized within him, I lose the
privilege of making my presence felt as the energy in him that
keeps him charged for anything and everything, as the divine
soul that keeps an entity alive, as the motivation that he
avails of breathing life into this lifeless universe. Shree
Guru. With utmost humility I hereby declare that Shakti is the
requisite of shiva and when despite very well recognizing
this, if Shiva chooses to ignore or bypass the eternal truth,
it is Shakti’s duty to make him realize her mandatory presence



in his life. I am NOT here to give up so easily. I am here to
stay. I am here to remind shiva of his promise of enabling me
attain unison with him because HE NEEDS ME to keep the cycle
of creation and destruction ongoing, to regulate this cosmos
or else, everything pertaining to creation will come to a
halt.  Everything  will  become  unresponsive  if  the  sublime
prakriti that is the root of all creation does not unite with
shiva to engender CREATION. I hope your doubts are clear shree
Guru?

Mendicant: O! So you think so. But, Tripurasundari. Let me
tell you. Listen carefully. That shiva does not believe in a
tinge of what you have told me right now I suppose. Had he
thought the same about your indispensable presence in his
life, he would not have caused you this agony. And if he is
testing you, I do not see any point in doing so as he already
happens to KNOW you since eons. So, why is he being so unkind
towards you and why do you take the onus of getting back his
short-lived memory of your importance in his life since time
eternal is my point. Can’t be he accept you without causing
you such misery? What is the point in making you suffer so
much? He is behaving foolish that’s all I can say by refusing
to accept your pre-destined presence in his life? Can someone
who is actually the Lord and the master of the three worlds be
so  gullible?  I  doubt  in  his  so-called  divinity  now  after
seeing you in such misery!

(To be continued)
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